Thank you for using loops and sounds from King Loops
TERMS AND CONDITIONS user agreement for sounds and loops from King Loops
1) With the purchase of this product by King Loops (Licensor), you (licensee)
are granted a non exclusive, worldwide right to use the individual sounds,
samples, loops, MIDI files and/ or sound presets in your own "original" non
commercial and commercial musical releases and/or in advertisements,
soundtracks, television or other film/ video productions.
2) The sounds,loops,and samples offered by King Loops (Licensor) and its
affiliates are licensed, not sold to you for the re-use in your software and or
hardware. All these sounds can be used royalty free. All rights included in this
agreement are limited to all individual sounds, samples, loops, MIDI files and/
or sound presets. The full compositions/ demos,all rights belong to King Loops.
You must not resell the full demos, these are for demonstrational/ inspiration
purpose only!
3) The license granted is granted solely to the original user/purchaser
(Licensee)of the product. This license is not transferable or saleable to third
parties.
4) You may not resale, re-license, loan, copy, assign, rent, upload, download or
distribute in any way the sounds licensed to you by King Loops and its
affiliates to another user or any other third party. In addition, these sounds
cannot be offered in a competitive product such as sample packs, sound libaries,
subscription services, Content ID.
5)You may edit, change and modify sounds. These individual sounds can be used
for commercial purposes within your musical compositions and productions. You
may use parts/ loops sounds included in each product to add/base on/ finish your
own production. With the purchase you have obtained a license to all single
sounds, loops, samples, MIDI files and/ or sound presets. This does NOT include
the full demos, King Loops remains the sole owner of the compostions/ beats/
full demos.
6) King Loops and its affiliates will not take responsibility if the sounds
purchased do not meet the specific needs and or purpose of the Licensee. These
sounds are licensed without warranties, therefore cannot be responsible for any
indirect or direct loss arising from the use of these sounds.
7) You agree to use the sounds in the format(s) offered by King Loops and its
affiliates. King Loops does not accept responsibility for the use of the
products in any format other than the formats specified, and the formats these
sounds were made for.
8) Sounds cannot be offered individually or isolated in any musical or
audio/visual work.The sounds must be used within the context of a musical piece
mixed with additional parts, altering from the original compostion/full demo.
You are not allowed to resell/ relicense/ distribute the master/ full demos, as
these are strictly for demonstrational purpose only.
9) You must not register compositions, beats, instrumentals solely/ or including
sounds and samples sold to you by King Loops with Content ID (or any other
copyright monetization system).The products are licensed to you on a non
exclusive base, meaning there might be other customers, with the same rights to
these individual sounds, samples & loops. You MUST NOT claim/
register/redistribute/ the sounds, samples, original compostions and/ or demos
you receive with this product to Content ID systems at any time. You must not
claim/ report/ harm/ danger/ hurt other licensee's songs/ productions/ youtube
channels.King Loops reserves the right to protect its original compositions and/

or full demos by the fullest extent of the law and/ or other distributing
companies.
10) If licensee intends to use King Loops's products in any way other than those
specified,or if licensee wants to obtain exclusive rights to full compositions/
demos a separate license must be obtained through King Loops.
11) Purchasing, downloading, King Loops products and its demo products in any
way binds the user to the Terms and Conditions of use. King Loops reserves the
right to change and or amend its Terms and Conditions at any time.
12) Any and all unauthorized use or duplication of any King Loops product is a
violation of the Terms and Conditions of use and applicable laws of Germany, and
other countries. Copyright infringement will be pursued to the fullest extent of
the law. Proof of purchase may be requested by in case of profitable release.
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